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Meeting Minutes:  
2. Update from the Technical Investigator (Casey Deccio)  
Since last week, nothing new to update. 
 
3.  Current Status of the NCAP Project (Jennifer Bryce) 
Reviewed dates and timelines with group.  
 
4. Discuss feedback and finalize the draft Data Sensitivity Analysis (Matt Thomas)  
Suggested changing the name of the title (Matt Thomas) to avoid confusion with others.  
Opened suggestion/thoughts to the group.  Matt Larson asked for a definition of the Data 
Sensitivity Analysis to the group.  Casey believes this is more “representative of the data” 
versus as currently titled.  Discussion group members offered opinions.  Jennifer confirmed that 
this is scheduled to publish on the January 19th.  Matt indicates that we have 7 days to review 
this before it is released to the community.  Consensus overall.   
 
5. Anne’s question per 15 December email: “Is it possible that the DG should be 
recommending that ICANN test the system of controlled interruption we are endorsing on 
strings that were previously applied-for in 2012 and not delegated due to Name Collision 
issues?”  
James suggested that we should do some analysis and circle back with the group to respond 
accordingly to Anne’s question. 
 
Jim advised that the next meeting date will be Wednesday, January 19, 2022.  
 
Meeting adjourned.  
 


